██RECLAIMED WEST VERSION

Picture of this Version: Reference the Pattern Page for Prairie
Pinwheels to find a photograph of the Reclaimed West sample by
scanning the code at the end of this pattern and scrolling down to
the “Official Samples” page.

FABRIC #

YDS

Step 1: Cut the following:
•
•

Cut (4) 2-1/4” x 42” strips.
Cut (2) 3” x 42” strips.

1/2 Yd of
Each Fabric

The Reclaimed West version reuses some fabrics and also does
not mix and match the geese colors in Unit C like the coversheet
quilt. As a result, a few things are different as you put this quilt
together and I have outlined them below:

order, with #C7 on the bottom (there are only 16-1/2”
of C7). Cut them according to the following cutting
graphic and instructions, instead of following the cutting
instructions for Fabrics #4 to #11 described in the pattern.

FABRIC COLOR

RECLAIMED WEST YARDAGE
#C1, #C5

2 3/8

JN-C2901 Red

#C2

3-1/2

JN-C2904 Almond

#C3

1/4

JN-C2907 Yellow

#C4

1/2

JN-C2906 Charcoal

#C6

1/2

JN-C2911 Rust

#C7, and
1-inch Border

3/4

JN-C2916 Black

BINDING

1/2

There is Red left for the binding.
Or, an additional 1/2 Yd is needed.

BACKING

4-1/4

As Desired

Bags for Pinwheels: In the Reclaimed West Version, all of
the Pinwheels are identical in color. As a result, you can save
yourself some time by putting all of the pieces into Bag #1 and
chain piecing all of the Pinwheels at the same time.
Bags for Geese Blocks: The geese are not made in (2)
different colorway, with three different fabrics in each colorway
as the cover quilt. Instead, the geese blocks come in (4) different
colors, and each colorway is all the same color of fabric. As such,
you may want to have (4) bags for the Geese Blocks instead of (2)
to keep the colors organized.
Border Changes: The Reclaimed West Version of the Quilt
used a 4” border (finished size) that includes a Black 1” strip and
a Red 3” strip for the final border. This will result in some minor
cutting instructions changes as outlined below.

Step 2: Cut the (4) 2-1/4” x 42” strips in half (2-1/4” x 21”).
Then, clip the (8) stacks of strips together, keeping them in order.
These are now prepared for paper piecing, of which you can chain
piece all of them at once.
Step 3: From the (2) 3” x 42” strips cut (24) geese of each color.
Place all of the geese from each color into one bag, each, of the
four geese bags. Make sure you have put (8) Unit C Background
pieces into each of the four bags as well.
Step 4: Proceed with Paper Piecing and assembly instructions
as described in the rest of the pattern!
Step 5: From the 10-1/2” x 42” strip cut from Black and placed
into Bag #5, you will cut (7) 1-1/2” x 42” strips for the inner 1-inch
border. When you get to the “Mitered Borders” section of the
pattern, remove these strips, trim the ends at 45 degrees and
piece them together into one long strip. Then, cut the long strip
into (4) 1-1/2” x 66” strips. Sew these to the 3-1/2” x 66” border
strips cut from the Red on the long edge. Use a Glue Stic to help
you secure the edges. You now have a 4-1/2” x 66” strip! Proceed
with the Mitered Border instructions for the 4” binding to finish
the quilt! Graphics demonstrating this optional border technique
are shown below!
Adding the 1-inch
Accent Border

Cutting Instruction Changes:
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-cut the Red Fabric into (1) 1-7/8 yard piece to match
#C1 in the pattern instructions. Place the remaining 1/2
Yard cut with the Pinwheel and Geese Fabrics as Fabric #C4.
Instead of cutting 4-1/2” strips for Fabric #C1,
cut (4) 3-1/2” x 66” strips from Fabric #C1.
Cut Fabrics #C2 and #C3 according to
the directions provided above.
From Fabric #C7, cut a 10-1/2” x 42” strip and place
into Bag #5. Reference Step 5 below, for final cutting.
Stack the 1/2 yard cuts from #C4 (red), #C5 (charcoal), #C6
(rust) and #C7 (black) fabrics right-side-up, in numerical
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